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THE PROFESSOR
LEGEND STORY STUDIOS IN PROUD COLLABORATION WITH

SEPTEMBER 29, 2023



Legend Story Studios is proud to team up with The Professor, one of the world’s leading advocates of social gaming, to get 
you Round the Table enjoying great games with your friends, family, and fellow gamers.

Flesh and Blood Round the Table: TCC x LSS contains 4 ready-to-play Blitz Decks designed for fun-flowing  
Ultimate Pit Fight (UPF) multiplayer gameplay, featuring over 100 new cards, a 24” rubber playmat, and all packaged 

inside a Teklo Industries 1000ct storage box!

September 29, 2023
RELEASING

Bringing people together in the Flesh and Blood!
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Product Configuration:

• 4 pre-constructed decks, each containing 40 cards 
+ 1 rainbow foil hero, 1 weapon, 4 equipment, and 
token cards

• Cold foil weapons for The Professor, Melody, and 
Brevant

• 1 rubber playmat with zones
• Packaged inside a reusable storage box
• Designed for Ultimate Pit Fight multi-player. (Cards 

are also legal in other formats.)
• Available in English

MSRP (box): 

69.90 USD / 69.90 EUR / 89.90 CAD  
99.90 AUD / 99.90 NZD

SKU: FABXTCC-EN

Barcodes:

Box   09 4210 37050959  
Carton (6 boxes)   09 4210 37050966

TCC x LSS



The Professor
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It’s an honor to collaborate with The Professor, one of the world’s greatest 
advocates of social gaming and a vocal champion of local game stores as 
important community hubs where people can get Round the Table to play 
great games together! 

It’s this shared vision that brought The Professor and Legend Story Studios 
together to create this project, and is why Round the Table: TCC x LSS will only 
be available from local game stores around the world.

When crafting The Professor card itself, we couldn’t look past The Professors 
favorite class Mechanologist to embody his character. We also wanted to 
capture the essence of what The Professor represents to many gamers around 
the world; Community, inclusiveness, fun and friendship through a shared 
love of playing games together.

We see The Professor at his best and most powerful when surrounded by his 
fellow gamers, and hence The Professor’s hero card is more powerful, the more 
people who are sitting Round the Table with him!
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Melody is the life of the party, knowing just the right notes to hit to get the 
crowd going!

Her songs create a plentiful flow of cards, energy, and action points that keep 
the tempo of the game upbeat and entertaining for all.

She’ll soon have everyone Round the Table singing along to her merry tunes, 
however, all great performances must come to an end, and Melody’s Final Act 
is sure to leave the crowd speechless!

MELODY 
Sing-along



BREVANT 
Civic Protector
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Brevant is inspired by one of the most common “house-rule” variants we’ve see 
out there in the UPF community; Being able to defend other players.

A chivalrous protector of those around him, Brevant is the bastion of fairness 
and order, the moderator of advancements on others. On Brevant’s watch, 
civic duty shall be upheld, else shall he Lay Down the Law!



IRA 
Crimson Haze
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Ira is the bridge between learning Flesh and Blood and sitting Round the Table 
for your first fun-flowing game of Ultimate Pit Fight.

Local game stores who order Round the Table: TCC x LSS will also be shipped 
free-of-charge a carton of Ira Welcome Decks to pass through* to new players 
wanting to give FAB a try!

Ira Welcome Decks are the best way to learn the basics of Flesh and Blood. We 
are excited to reveal a new and improved Ira Welcome Deck interactive tutorial 
that makes it easier than ever to play your first game of Flesh and Blood!

For this reason, we suggest giving the Ira, Crimson Haze deck to the least 
experienced player at the table, as it builds on the familiar foundations 
established through the Welcome Deck and interactive tutorial.

*while stock lasts


